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PRÓIS GOES THE DISTANCE WITH ALL NEW PRÓIS XTREME™ VEST 
 

Próis Hunting Apparel has never shied away from extreme measures when it 

comes to designing the ultimate in hardcore, high performance hunting apparel for 

female hunting enthusiasts.  These savvy hunters know that when theyʼre in the 

field, they have to hunt smart to hunt successfully.  That means strategic layering 

— and Próis has answered the call for this crucial element with its new-for-2010 

Próis Xtreme vest — a lean, mean, insulated layering extreme that maximizes 

thermoregulation, keeping heat close to your core.  

 

This beautifully engineered new vest is insulated with 150gm Thinsulate Ultra 

inside a waterproof, yet breathable soft and silent shell, and is lined with Próisʼ 

signature nylon tricot layering system to keep you warm and dry, while providing 

incredible ease of mobility.  Itʼs designed for maximum warmth without the bulk of 

other layering items that can turn you into a camo-clad version of the Michelin Man.  The Próis Xtreme vest comes 

with a roomy hood and the companyʼs famous exclusive ducktail feature that unsnaps at the base to instantly create a 

dry, warm place to sit — an ingenious and welcome addition during long chilly hours of waiting out prey.  

 

It was created to be a perfect fit under Próisʼ renowned Xtreme jacket, or simply worn over base layers as the day and 

the hunt heat up.  The Próis Xtreme vest is available in both Realtree AP and Realtree Advantage Max1 in a wide 

range of sizes, so itʼs perfect for any hunter who means business.  And like all of the field-tested Próis designs, was 

created by serious women hunters, for serious women hunters — so every detail, from the most technologically 

advanced, rugged new materials to the signature innovative design features — is developed to let hunters concentrate 

on the task at hand rather than worrying about their gear. 

 

For more information about the Próis Xtreme Vest or to learn more about Próisʼ innovative line of serious,  

high-performance huntwear for real women, contact: Próis Hunting Apparel, 28001-B US West Highway 50, 

Gunnison, CO 81230 · (970) 641-3355 · Or visit www.próishunting.com.  
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